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Abstract—This contribution addresses the control design for
the three-spacecraft formation flying interferometry mission
Pegase. The operational mode considered is the high-precision
nulling phase. The control design has as major objective the
minimization of the standard deviation of the controlled out-
puts, e.g. the optical path difference. The payload performance
demands are shown to be fulfilled in spite of sensor and actuator
noise. Furthermore, a novel iterative algorithm is proposed,
capable of designing decentralized H2-suboptimal controllers.
These controllers consist of a set of individual closed loops on
board the different spacecraft which only use locally available
measurements, forces and torques. This approach reduces
communication bandwidth and enhances robustness concerning
faulty communication links. Finally, the performance loss due
to decentralization is investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Formation flying is an emerging technology rendering
possible a multitude of future space missions. As a matter
of fact, experiments can be performed whose implementation
on a single spacecraft would be prohibitive for the reasons
of weight and required volume, e.g. in the case of an
interferometer with a base length of up to 500 m. We will
first give a description of the concept before presenting the
mission of interest and naming the basic objectives and
challenges.
A. Formation Flying
Basically, formation flying consists of making several
spacecraft move in a coordinated fashion in order to accom-
plish a mission. The coordinated motion (e.g. station keeping
or formation slew) is ensured by making use of relative sens-
ing capabilities. This fact distinguishes spacecraft formations
from spacecraft constellations (e.g. Galileo). The fields of
application for formation flying spacecraft are manifold, as
has been pointed out in the literature, cf. [5] and [2].
B. Pegase Mission
Figure 1 shows the configuration of the space interferom-
etry mission Pegase which is currently under preparation at
CNES. The mission objective is the observation of nearby
stars in order to detect Pegasides, accretion disks and brown
dwarves. Pegase is a three-spacecraft mission and consists
of a combiner spacecraft which intercepts and combines the
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optical beams reflected by mirrors on board two siderostat
(i.e. tracking the target star) spacecraft.
Space interferometry requires a very sophisticated level of
precision concerning both relative translation and orientation.
In fact, in this type of application, separate control of the
platform and the payload must be considered. The admissible
relative translation error at platform level is of the order of
a cm, while the absolute and relative attitude error must not
exceed 0.1 arcsec. Pegase will be situated in a Halo orbit in
the vicinity of the sun-earth Lagrange point L2. More details
about the Pegase mission can be found in Ref. [3].
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Fig. 1. Pegase formation flying mission, courtesy of CNES
C. Challenges and Objectives
The objective of our work is twofold. Firstly, we aim at
designing controllers capable of satisfying the specifications
in terms of standard deviations of the controlled outputs.
Secondly, we would like to dispose of a decentralized con-
troller, i.e. a block-diagonal controller distributed over the
different spacecraft and only using locally available sensors
and actuators. Decentralized control is desirable for two
reasons. In the first place, this type of information structure
makes it possible to avoid transmitting measurements or state
estimates within the formation and to reduce the communi-
cation bandwidth. In the second place, it helps improving the
autonomy and redundancy of the spacecraft formation.
We will concentrate on a two-spacecraft version of the
Pegase mission. Only the combiner and one siderostat space-
craft will be taken into account. As this configuration is
approximately symmetrical, treating all three spacecraft does
not provide much more insight. However, an extension to the
complete three-spacecraft formation does not pose a great
obstacle.
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II. DYNAMIC AND METROLOGICAL MODEL
In Ref. [5], we have described the general setting of
formation flying missions. A modeling framework has been
given which is capable of capturing various aspects, in
particular geometry, kinematics, dynamics, metrology, orbital
disturbances, and hierarchy. In the following paragraphs, we
will cast the mission Pegase in this modeling framework.
A. Dynamic Model
The dynamic model uses the leader-follower hierarchy.
In other words, the position and orientation of the leader
spacecraft are identical to the position and orientation of the
formation. The leader is rigidly attached to the formation
and thus defines the absolute formation state. The follower
dynamics are described in terms of relative position and
orientation w.r.t. the leader/the formation.
The dynamic model has been linearized about the nominal
formation configuration using the small-angle approximation
and supposing small displacements. The extrinsic dynamics
have been obtained by using rotation matrices as an attitude
parameterization. The following equations give the dynamics
of both combiner and siderostat spacecraft:
Δθ¨L =CLJ−1L
(
gL− c×L fL
)
Δr¨F =
1
mF
CF fF − 1mLCL fL +CFc
×
F J
−1
F
(
gF − c×F fF
)
+(−rL−CLcL + rF)×CLJ−1L
(
gL− c×L fL
)
Δθ¨F = J−1F
(
gF − c×F fF
)−CTFCLJ−1L (gL− c×L fL)
Here, Δθ¨L is the absolute angular acceleration of the
leader spacecraft, Δθ¨F the relative angular acceleration of
the follower spacecraft, and Δr¨F the relative acceleration of
the follower. In total, the system has 18 states of which 6 are
attributed to the pointing error of the leader/the formation, 6
to the relative translation error of the follower and 6 to the
relative pointing error of the follower.
The translation error of the leader is not considered here
because it is neither observable by the measured outputs y,
nor does it appear in the control objective.
gi and fi are the control torques and forces relative to
the reference points L and F, respectively. mi, ci, and Ji are
the masses, the positions of the centers of mass, and the
inertia matrices w.r.t. to those reference points, respectively.
Ci are constant rotation matrices defining the frames of the
individual spacecraft. c×L is the antisymmetric matrix asso-
ciated to vector cL. The reference points of both spacecraft
have been chosen so as to coincide with the payloads, i.e.
beam combiner for the combiner spacecraft and mirror for
the siderostat spacecraft. Finally, rL and rF are the positions
(w.r.t. to the formation center) of the reference points L and
F in the nominal configuration, respectively.
These dynamics allow us to establish a part of the
state-space representation needed for the subsequent con-
trol design. More precisely, the matrices A and B
defining x˙ = A · x + B · u can be written down us-
ing x = [Δθ˙L,Δr˙F ,Δθ˙F ,ΔθL,ΔrF ,ΔθF ]T as state vector and
u = [ fL,gL− c×L fL, fF ,gF − c×F fF ]T as input vector. As the
derivation of the matrices A and B is straightforward based
on these definitions, we will refrain from giving the complete
expressions here for the sake of conciseness.
The main disturbances gravity gradient and solar radiation
pressure have been modeled, but are not considered in this
paper. For details see [6].
B. Metrology Model
1) Sensor Models: We will now give the measurement
equations of the sensors used in the nulling mode of the
Pegase mission. The models are all based on the states
x defined previously. Figure 2 illustrates the positions of
several sensors on board the two spacecraft. Ref. [5] gives
more details on some of the sensors described and on how
the measurement equations can be derived. It is important
to note that the sensor models, too, are linearized and sup-
pose small pointing and translation errors w.r.t. the nominal
configuration.
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Fig. 2. Some sensors used in the Pegase mission. Shown are the payloads
of the leader (L) and and follower (F), the standard and fine star trackers
(STR), the fine lateral (lat,fin) and longitudinal (lon,fin) sensors, and the
coarse lateral (lat,coa) sensor.
The fine lateral sensor consists of a collimated laser
beam originating from the leader spacecraft and aimed at a
CCD (charged-coupled device) array on board the follower
spacecraft. The CCD array measures the displacement of the
laser spot along two perpendicular directions:
ylat, f in,F =
(
0 1 0
0 0 1
) CTlat, f in,Fn×lat, f in,FCTF
nTlat, f in,FC
T
FCLnlat, f in,L
·{[(CLdlat, f in,L + rL− rF −CFdlat, f in,F)×(CLnlat, f in,L)×
−(CLnlat, f in,L)× (CLdlat, f in,L + rL− rF)×
]
CFΔθF
+(CLnlat, f in,L)×ΔrF
}
The fine longitudinal sensor consists of a laser beam
originating from the follower spacecraft and aiming at a
retroreflector on board the leader spacecraft. The reflected
beam is intercepted by the follower spacecraft. The phase
difference between the original and the reflected beams can
be determined. Using different wave lengths, the distance
between the two spacecraft can be computed:
ylon, f in,F =
(rL− rF +CLdlon, f in,L−CFdlon, f in,F)T
‖rL− rF +CLdlon, f in,L−CFdlon, f in,F‖
·(CFd×lon, f in,FΔθF −ΔrF)
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The leader has two star trackers (STR) on board, one fine
and one standard star tracker. The follower only possesses a
standard star tracker:
ySTR,std,L =CTSTR,std,LΔθL
ySTR, f in,L =CTSTR, f in,LΔθL
ySTR,std,F =CTSTR,std,F(C
T
FΔθL +ΔθF)
The FRAS (field relative angle sensor) on board the leader
spacecraft measures, in terms of two angles, the direction the
optical beam is coming from. It involves both the absolute
pointing error of the leader and the relative pointing error of
the follower w.r.t. the leader:
yFRAS,L =
(
0 1 0
0 0 1
)
CTFRAS,LC
T
LCFMFC
T
F (C
T
c C
T
o nT )
×
·(CTc CTo nT )× · [ΔθL +CF(I3−MF)ΔθF ]
with MF =−I3 +2nP/L,FnTP/L,F
where I3 is the identity matrix
and nP/L,F the normal vector of the mirror
Finally, the coarse lateral sensor consists of a fanned
out laser beam originating from the follower spacecraft and
reflected by a retroreflector on board the leader spacecraft.
The sensor is capable of measuring the direction (azimuth
and elevation angles) the reflected beam is coming from:
ylat,coa,F =
(
0 1 0
0 0 1
)
CTlat,coa,FC
T
F
· (rF +CFdlat,coa,F − rL−CLdlat,coa,L)
×
‖rF +CFdlat,coa,F − rL−CLdlat,coa,L‖2
·[ΔrF +(rF − rL−CLdlat,coa,L)×CFΔθF]
All variables beginning with d are sensor mounting po-
sitions, variables beginning with C are sensor mounting
orientations. Variables beginning with n are normal vectors
or direction vectors.
The different expressions for the outputs can be expressed
in the form y = C · x using the state-vector definition made
in Section II-A.
2) Controlled Output Models: Concerning the models of
the controlled outputs, the same remarks made for the sensor
models are true.
The optical path difference, i.e. the path difference be-
tween the two optical paths coming from two siderostats, has
been simplified w.r.t. the model given in Ref. [5] in order to
take into account the contribution of only one siderostat:
zOPD = nTTCoCc
[
r×F ΔθL−2CFnP/L,FnTP/L,FCTFΔrF
]
The inertial pointing error of the leader in the reference
frame of the leader can be written as follows:
zatt,L =CTL ΔθL
The relative pointing error between leader and follower,
expressed in the reference frame of the follower, reads:
zatt,rel,LF = ΔθF
Finally, the various controlled outputs are assembled in the
expression z = N · x, similarly to what has been done with
the measured outputs y.
The numerical values used for control design have been
chosen to reflect the specifications of the Pegase mission
and can be seen in Ref. [6]. The most important values are
the distance between the two spacecraft which is 250 m,
the masses which are mL = 300 kg and mF = 200 kg, and
the inertia matrices which are JL = diag([80,80,60]) kg ·m2
and JF = diag([70,70,40]) kg ·m2. The various mounting
positions are all on the order of 1 m, and the rotation matrices
are generally identity matrices.
III. CENTRALIZED CONTROL DESIGN
Table I indicates the square roots of the power spectral
densities of the noises affecting the various sensors. These
values cannot claim exactitude for two reasons. Firstly, they
depend on the sensor sampling rates which have not been
fixed definitely as yet. Secondly, the achievable sensor noises
are subject to technological developments which are difficult
to predict. However, the values indicated should at least give
a good impression of the orders of magnitude.
TABLE I
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES OF THE VARIOUS SENSOR NOISES
Spacecraft/Sensor Value Unit
Leader
Fine star tracker (0.10,0.10,0.10)T arcsec/
√
Hz
Standard star tracker (1.0,1.0,1.0)T arcsec/
√
Hz
Follower
Standard star tracker (1.0,1.0,1.0)T arcsec/
√
Hz
Fine longitudinal sensor 10 μm/
√
Hz
Fine lateral sensor (10,10)T μm/
√
Hz
FRAS (0.030,0.030)T arcsec/
√
Hz
Coarse lateral sensor (1.0,1.0)T arcsec/
√
Hz
For the time being, the power spectral density of the
thruster noise is chosen to be 1.0 μN/
√
Hz. This can be
considered a typical value for proportional cold gas thrusters
which are currently being studied at CNES. However, the
exact noise level is still subject to a lot of uncertainty.
The controller uses the measurements available from the
sensor suite described previously and guarantees the stability
of the formation. Furthermore, it has the task to keep the
standard deviation of the controlled outputs below a specified
level dictated by the operating ranges of the payloads, e.g.
the range of the optical delay line is a few cm.
Control design based on the minimization of theH2 norm
is particularly well suited for the suppression of the noises
to which the controlled outputs are subject. As a matter
of fact, H2 control allows to weight the controlled outputs
individually and to minimize the sum of their variances given
white noise of unit power at the exogenous inputs of the
system.
In order to design a H2 controller, the problem has first
to be cast into a standard form P(s) as shown in Figure 3.
This means that the system dynamics and metrology given
by the matrices A, B, and C have to be augmented with
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the controlled outputs z2 = Wz ·N · x. A controlled output
z1 =Wu ·u has to be added in order to make the control prob-
lem well-posed. On the input level, two exogenous inputs w1
and w2 are added which correspond to the measurement and
actuator noises, respectively. They will be addressed together
as w = [w1,w2]T .
W1
W2
Wu
Wz
u y
z1
z2w2
w1
K(s)
A
B C N
P (s)
yL
yFuF
uL
∫
Fig. 3. Standard form for H2 control design
The matrices W1 and W2 allow the unit-power white-
noise inputs w1 and w2 to be scaled by their power spectral
densities. Wz is used to express the desired specifications,
i.e. the controlled outputs can be normalized by their mission
specifications in order to make them comparable. Finally, Wu
can be chosen to penalize actuator use as such or actuator
use of one spacecraft compared to another spacecraft or in
order to penalize force use compared to torque use.
Using the aforementioned information, a state-space rep-
resentation of the standard form P(s) can be created:
P(s) =
⎛
⎝ A B1 B2C1 D11 D12
C2 D21 D22
⎞
⎠
The different matrices are defined as B1 = (0,B ·W2),
B2 = B, C1 =
(
0
Wz ·N
)
, C2 =C, D11 = 0, D12 =
(
Wu
0
)
,
D21 = (W1,0), and D22 = 0.
We will give a short reminder of H2-optimal control.
More details can be found in the literature, e.g. [9]. H2-
optimal control yields a stabilizing controller K(s) which
minimizes the frequency-domain 2-norm of the closed-loop
transfer between w and z, given a signal of unit spectral
density at the exogenous input w, cf. Figure 3. According to
PARSEVAL’s Theorem, this is equivalent to minimizing the
sum of the variances of the controlled outputs in the time-
domain:
‖F(s)‖22 = limt f→∞E
{
1
t f
∫ t f
0
[
z(t)T z(t)
]
dt
}
The following four conditions must be fulfilled in order
for the H2 optimization problem to be well posed, cf. [9]:
C1: (A,B2,C2) is stabilizable and detectable.
C2: D12 and D21 have full rank.
C3:
(
A− jωI B2
C1 D12
)
and
(
A− jωI B1
C2 D21
)
have full
column and row rank ∀ω , respectively.
C4: D11 = 0 and D22 = 0.
Table II shows the specifications given for the nulling
mode of the Pegase mission regarding the controlled outputs.
TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS IN TERMS OF CONTROLLED OUTPUT STANDARD
DEVIATIONS (1 σ )
Controlled output Value Unit
Inertial attitude leader (0.10,0.10,0.10)T arcsec
Optical path difference 1.0 cm
Relative attitude follower-leader (0.10,0.10,0.10)T arcsec
The values are given in terms of standard deviations (1 σ ).
The most stringent specifications concern the inertial attitude
error of the leader spacecraft and the relative attitude error
of the follower spacecraft w.r.t. the leader spacecraft.
The control design has been performed using the MAT-
LAB macro h2syn. The optimal H2-norm obtained is
0.752. All specifications can be satisfied. The hardest spec-
ification to fulfill is relative attitude because of the lack of
a real relative attitude sensor. The controller has 18 states,
the same order as the standard form. More details and exact
values of the other criteria are given in [6].
The controller which has been designed is a centralized
controller. This means that it is physically situated on one
spacecraft, e.g. the leader spacecraft. Thus, all measurements
taken on board the other spacecraft have to be communicated
to the combiner spacecraft. Conversely, the control inputs
computed by the controller have to be communicated back
in order to be applied.
IV. DECENTRALIZED CONTROL DESIGN
In this section, we will present a method which allows
to design a decentralized controller. By decentralized con-
troller, we mean that K(s) is a block-diagonal controller
K(s) = diag [KL(s),KF(s)], i.e. a set of two controllers KL(s)
and KF(s) on board the leader and follower spacecraft,
respectively. Each of the two controllers only uses locally
available measurements (yL and yF , respectively) and only
commands the local actuators (uL and uF ):
uL = KL(s) · yL, uF = KF(s) · yF
Decentralized control is a vast field of ongoing research
which has also reached the area of formation flying control,
cf. [1]. The problem of finding an optimal decentralized
controller in the sense of a H2 criterion usually involves
solving a linear matrix inequality (LMI) problem subject
to bilinear matrix inequality (BMI) constraints, which is
a non-convex problem and thus generally leads to local
minima, cf. [8]. Although algorithms for the solution of
this type of problem exist, the handling of BMI problems
remains intricate. Under some conditions concerning the
interconnection structure of the system and the controller, the
problem may become convex, cf. [7]. Another possibility is
to directly optimize the controller parameters, as described
in Ref. [4], an approach which does not, alas, remedy the
problem of local minima.
We have chosen an iterative approach for the design of
a decentralized controller. The basic idea is to consider
the controller design for one of the two feedback loops
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(leader or follower) at a time. The remaining loop stays
closed and stabilizes a part of the system. After this, the
roles are switched. The second loop is closed using the
controller just synthesized, and the other loop is opened so
that a controller can be designed. This approach is different
from the simultaneous design usually considered and does
not guarantee optimality. However, non-convex optimization
such as solving of BMI problems generally does not yield
the global optimum, either. The algorithm can be outlined as
follows:
Algorithm 1 Decentralized controller design
1: Design an initial, stabilizing controller K(1)L (s) for the
leader spacecraft.
2: k⇐ 1
3: repeat
4: Close the leader loop with the leader controller K(k)L (s)
using the complete standard form and design a con-
troller K(k)F (s) for the follower loop.
5: Close the follower loop with the new follower con-
troller K(k)F (s). Open the leader loop again and design
a new controller K(k+1)L (s) for the leader loop.
6: k⇐ k+1
7: until controller is satisfactory
It is also possible to reverse the algorithm and start
with the follower feedback loop. Different stop criteria are
thinkable, but the most reasonable would be to stop once the
performance improvement between two iterations falls below
a given value.
Several questions arise concerning the properties of this
algorithm. Firstly, it can be shown that the well-posedness
conditions mentioned in Section III are fulfilled at every time.
This is obvious for conditions C1, C2, and C4. Condition C3
has also been found to be fulfilled for the given standard form
due to the existence of sensor noises and the weighting of
the control inputs.
Secondly, convergence is a property which is straightfor-
ward to demonstrate. Whenever one of the two feedback
loops is opened and a new controller is designed, we obtain
an optimal controller in the sense of the H2 norm. This
means that the H2 norm of the closed-loop system must
become smaller than (or remain equal to) the actual value
when the current controller is replaced by the optimal one.
The series of performances is monotonically decreasing and
has a lower bound given by the H2 norm of the centralized
closed-loop system. The monotone convergence theorem
states that this series then converges to a limit.
Thirdly, the H2-optimal controller is of the same order
as the standard form used for design. As the standard form
always includes one closed feedback loop from step 4 on,
the order of the other controller has to be added to the order
of the original standard form. This happens at each iteration
of the algorithm and makes literally explode the controller
order. In addition, the control problem becomes more and
more poorly conditioned.
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Fig. 4. Convergence of the decentralized controller design algorithm. The
green line () indicates the optimal H2 norm of the centralized controller.
The performance beginning with the leader feedback loop is represented by
the magenta graph (◦), whereas the blue graph () shows the case when the
follower controller is designed first. In both cases, gentle controller reduction
has been applied. The cyan graph (∗) shows the convergence when coarse
controller reduction is performed, beginning with the follower.
In order to remedy this problem, controller reduction
techniques are necessary. The controller size must respect
certain limits for the reasons just mentioned and because of
controller implementation considerations. We have resorted
to the square-root balance and truncate method (macro
conred) contained in the SLICOT library, cf. [10]. This
method allows for an adjustment of the reduction tolerance
and takes into account both controller and closed-loop dy-
namics instead of merely considering the controller.
At first, a gentle controller reduction is performed in
order to suppress the almost unobservable or uncontrollable
dynamics of the controllers. These dynamics are due to the
fact that although the H2 norm does not decrease much
further once it is close to the final value, the H2 controller
design algorithm continues adding controller states which
do not have any significance. Algorithm 1 has been applied
using the two possible orders, i.e. beginning with the design
of the leader controller vs. beginning with the follower. The
attained performances are indicated in Figure 4. Figure 5
shows the corresponding number of states. It is obvious that,
using controller reduction in the way described, the number
of states converges to a value of roughly 120 to 140. TheH2
norm approaches 0.916 (beginning with the leader) and 0.852
(beginning with the follower) and is thus approximately 22%
and 13% above the optimal value achieved by the centralized
controller. This gap can be explained with the non-convexity
of decentralized control. Different initial conditions, i.e. the
design order, may lead to different local optima.
Using higher tolerances for controller reduction, much
lower controller orders can be obtained. The fourth graph in
Figure 4 shows the convergence of the performance when
designing the follower controller first, whereas the third
series of bars in Figure 5 shows the number of states. It
is impressive to see that a controller of 31 states (14 for the
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leader and 17 for the follower) does not sacrifice much in
terms of performance. The achieved performance is 0.855
and thus only 0.4% above the value without reduction and
14% above the centralized controller.
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Fig. 5. Total controller order, i.e. leader and follower together, of the
decentralized controller. The first two series of bars (magenta and blue) are
the controller orders obtained with a gentle reduction when the iteration is
begun with the leader and follower, respectively. The third series of bars
(cyan) represents the iteration beginning with the follower, but using coarse
controller reduction.
Figure 6 shows the singular values of both the central-
ized and decentralized controller (design beginning with the
follower controller, gentle reduction). The reverse design
(beginning with the leader) is not shown for the sake of
clarity. However, the graphs of the decentralized controllers
are comparable. It is worthwhile to note that a lot of the
behavior of the centralized controller is imitated by the
decentralized controller, e.g. the cut-off frequency of roughly
7 rad/s. Then again, some differences are clearly discernible,
e.g. the additional peak at about 0.2 rad/s and the lower low-
frequency activity in the case of decentralized control.
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Fig. 6. Singular values of the centralized (left-hand side) and decentralized
(right-hand side) controller. Continuous lines on the right-hand side are for
the leader controller, dashed lines for the follower controller.
V. CONCLUSION
A. Summary
We have shown how a particular formation flying mission
can be cast into a model comprising geometry, kinematics,
dynamics, and metrology. This framework also allows for
an easy expression of the mission specifications in terms of
standard deviations of controlled outputs.
First, a centralized controller based on a H2 criterion
has been designed. Then, an iterative algorithm capable of
synthesizing decentralized controllers has been presented.
Controller reduction techniques have been used in order
to keep the algorithm numerically stable and to obtain
controllers of lower order. The performance loss has been
presented and found to be bearable.
B. Perspectives
Based on the results obtained in this contribution, further
work on decentralized control is conceivable. Further con-
troller reduction techniques may merit a closer look. This
way, maybe a controller can be found which is of the same
order as the centralized controller. However, controller reduc-
tion is somewhat limited because the reduction is done after
control design and may thus affect stability and performance.
For this reason, fixed-order H2 control design may be a
good remedy. This method yields controllers of a desired
order while being suboptimal w.r.t. the criterion. Proper
initialization of the fixed-order control design algorithm
might yield a guaranty for convergence. It is also thinkable
to use the exact BMI formulation of decentralized control.
Finally, we are working on the extension to the whole
Pegase mission, i.e. three spacecraft. In that case, the order
of the iterations becomes arbitrary due to the presence of two
followers. It may be worthwhile to investigate the impact of
the order of the iteration.
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